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Clarifications 

The Santa Cruz County North Coast Rail Trail project is 7.5 miles in length and includes 2 parking lots and 
improved access from another parking lot to the trail. As stated in the RFP, consultants should read the 
April 6, 2017 staff report related to this project for background information as well as the revised 
recommendation, and the meeting’s minutes provided in the May 4, 2017 packet. Materials are posted 
on the RTC’s website here: https://sccrtc.org/meetings/commission/agendas/ 
 
FHWA’s Central Federal Lands Highway Division (CFL) is the lead agency on the Santa Cruz County North 
Coast Rail Trail project in partnership with the Regional Transportation Commission. CFL is responsible 
for all aspects of project implementation except for development of the environmental impact report 
(EIR) to satisfy the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). Following certification of an EIR and 
selection of a preferred alignment by the RTC, CFL will complete the NEPA process as well as design, 
engineering, permitting and construction. This will occur sequentially.   
 
CFL has completed 30-70% design on three alignment options and are in the process of completing 
technical studies. Studies will be available to the selected consultants. The attached plan sheet identifies 
the three alignment options (see Attachment 1

 

). Option #1 is the preferred alignment. The white shaded 
area represents the survey limits for the area where environmental studies have been done. Option #1 
has had the most amounts of surveying and documentation done.  The environmental survey area for 
Option #1 is buffered for a greater distance towards the coast (to the south) to allow for greater 
flexibility in design of the trail. For Option #1, including the Davenport and the Panther Beach parking 
areas, the following have been completed or are in the process of being completed: natural resources 
survey; biological assessment and biological evaluation (similar to a natural environmental study under 
CEQA); cultural report which includes mostly archeological artifacts and not many historic structures; 
wetland and waters of the U.S. delineation; hydrologic studies; and preliminary geotechnical report. The 
environmental survey that has been completed for Option #1 would also be sufficient to analyze Option 
#2, however additional wetland delineation would be required.  Option #3 would need additional 
surveying and documentation. 

In addition to Option #1 one other option will likely need to be evaluated at a similar level as Option #1. 
That option is likely to be Option #2 (trail-only).  
 
Right-of-way surveying has also been done and information is summarized in the staff report referenced 
above. CFL engaged a consultant to conduct the survey work and is in the process of filing a record of 
survey with the County of Santa Cruz (not yet filed but expected to be soon). An encroachment exhibit 
has been produced which is not as detailed as the record of survey but it shows the rail corridor ROW. It 
was understood that RTC owned more property on the coastal side of the tracks; however it was 
uncovered that State Parks likely owns more property on the coastal side of the tracks than previously 
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thought. The project, should the Option #1 alignment be selected, will require purchase of property 
rights from State Parks. Additional right-of-way (ROW) mapping is required to determine the exact 
property boundaries and owners of the parcels adjacent to the RTC ROW and where the Option #1 path 
alignment is located.  This work will be completed by a consultant through CFL.   
 
Funding needs to be obligated by 2020 and with additional, potentially protracted, steps forthcoming, 
the project is time sensitive.  
 

 
Questions and Answers 

1. Question: Which option is likely to be carried forward in addition to Option #1 for additional study? 
Answer: The RTC board will determine alignment options and which to study at a similar level as 
Option #1 after the scoping process.  
 

2. Question: What criteria will the RTC use to select alignment options to be studied in the EIR?  
Answer: The RTC has not developed criteria to determine which alignments to study as part of this 
EIR. The RTC completed a master plan and an EIR with an extensive public involvement process for 
the entire length of the trail along the rail line. As part of that process the RTC selected the 
alignment on the coastal side of the tracks as the preferred alignment for this segment. Since then 
new information has been uncovered regarding ROW ownership and there has been a concerted 
effort among some members of the community to ensure that removal of the tracks be considered 
and analyzed for construction of a bicycle and pedestrian trail. 
 

3. Question: Will the parking lots be where casual parking areas are now located? 
Answer: Yes. Preliminary designs allow for 30-50 parking stalls in each lot. Final Designs will likely 
have approximately 50 stalls at each location.  Additional amenities will also be added like benches, 
bike racks, and bathrooms. Caltrans and the Davenport community have provided input. 
Environmental surveys for resources in the parking areas have already been done.  
ADA access will also be provided from the parking lots to the trail. 
 

4. Question: Will there be a pedestrian crossing at Davenport to town? 
Answer: Yes, pedestrian access from the trail to the town of Davenport has been discussed with the 
Davenport community and Caltrans and crossing improvements have been identified as part of the 
project.  
 

5. Question: Is access already secured to areas that will need further study?  
Answer: Access should not be an issue since all owners have already been contacted for the 
previous work. State Parks is the largest land owner and leases property to farmers.  
 

6. Question: Are there any private property owners?  
Answer: Yes, there is one private property owner in Davenport and one at Scaroni Road that are 
impacted. The parking lots and a small portion of Option #3 does encroach within Caltrans Right-of-
Way as well.   
 

7. Question: As far as NEPA goes, will an Environmental Assessment be done?  
Answer: Yes. 

 
8. Question: Will at least two alignments be expected to be studied at an equal level? 



Answer: Yes. 
9. Question: Will CFL wait to complete the Environmental Assessment until the EIR is certified and a 

preferred alignment is selected?  
Answer: Yes.  

 
10. Question: Will selection of alternative be influenced by type of wetland permits that will have to be 

secured? Will the project require individual 404 permits?  
Answer: 1) No. 2) Given the amount of wetland habitat in the project area, it’s assumed individual 
permit with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers  will be needed. 

 
11. Question: How has the project complied thus far with 404b of the Clean Water Act (i.e. alternative 

analysis and LEDPA [least environmentally damaging practicable alternative])?  Do you anticipate an 
individual permit will be needed?  
Answer: CFL has been tracking avoidance and minimization measures during the design.  It will be 
addressed in the permit.  It is uncertain at this time if that will influence any decision.  It has been 
assumed that an individual permit will be required given the amount of wetlands in and adjacent to 
the project area. 

 
12. Question: Will public outreach be a shared responsibility between the consultant and the RTC? Is it 

envisioned that more public outreach will be requested beyond what is required by CEQA?  
Answer: 1) Yes. 2) Not more public outreach than is required by CEQA is expected but the RTC is 
requesting estimates for additional outreach in the form of “cost per additional meeting” in the 
event that additional outreach is requested by the RTC.   

 
13. Question: Does the RTC envision tiering off of the master EIR? 

Answer: Proposers are asked to make a recommendation on approach based on the pros and cons 
of tiering vs not.  

 
14. Question: For the rail trail projects currently under way, what CEQA and NEPA compliances are 

being done? 
Answer: The City of Santa Cruz is doing an Initial Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration for CEQA and 
a Categorical Exclusion under NEPA. The City of Watsonville prepared a brief memo explaining that 
the project is consistent with the Master Plan EIR. In the memo, a “consistency determination” was 
made for CEQA and relied on the Master Plan EIR for CEQA clearance. No federal funds are provided 
for the City of Watsonville project so NEPA isn’t being performed. The north coast project has a set 
of unique circumstances leading the RTC to produce an EIR under CEQA. A higher level of 
environmental compliance is not currently expected for other projects.  

 
15. Question: Will translation of documents or public meetings be expected? 

Answer: The RTC will want translation of noticing of meetings but will do that in-house. 
 
16. Question: Who would be reviewing draft documents and can consultants assume swift turn-around 

of comments?  
Answer: The RTC and CFL teams will review draft documents. Yes, swift turn-arounds of reviews 
should be expected. Federal funds need to be obligated for construction by 2020 and time needs to 
be allotted for property rights acquisition and any additional unexpected challenges.  

 
17. Question: Will additional limited design be needed beyond what CFL has done? 



Answer: Options #1, 2 and 3 have been designed to an appropriate level for CEQA review. Any 
additional design and engineering would be done by CFL. 
CLARIFICATION:  The answer provided above is different from the response provided at the pre-
proposal conference where it was stated that the consultant should expect to do additional design 
on any option arising out of scoping meeting. In fact, CFL will be doing the additional work that may 
be needed and consultants are not expected to do additional design work.   

 
18. Question: What about Native American consultation of tribal and cultural resources? Will the RTC do 

that or the consultant?  
Answer: Consultant should expect to do that.  

 
19. Question: What are the RFP timeline highlights? 
 Answer:  
 Questions or clarification to the RFP due by 10AM Tuesday, May 30th, 2017 
 Responses to questions or addenda posted on RTC website by 5PM Wednesday, May 31st, 2017 
 Proposals due by 3PM Monday, June 5th, 2017 
 Evaluation committee: RTC staff and Commission alternate, and City of Santa Cruz staff  
 Evaluation criteria: page 12 
 Interviews: June 12, 2017 afternoon  
 RTC to consider approval: June 15th, 2017 
 Negotiations/Notice to Proceed: July, 2017 estimate  

 
20. Question: How many interviews is the RTC expected to conduct?  

Answer: The RTC expect to interview no more than 3 or 4 consultant teams but has not set a limit.  
 

 
Additional questions received after the pre-proposal conference 

1.  Question: Does the format have to conform to the list on page #4 and Attachment #1 or can the 
proposal be formatted in a way that makes most sense?  
Answer: The format may be altered as long as all elements are addressed. 

2. Question: Task #4 lists a number of studies and reports that may not be needed at the EIR stage. 
Should it be expected that those will be performed regardless? 
Answer: Yes. Some of the properties impact Caltrans and Caltrans may request these reports.   

3. Question: Please clarify work needed related to property needs. 
Answer: Identify property needs for accommodating each alternative.  Potentially impacted parcels 
should be identified and approximate dimensions of property and/or easements to be acquired 
should be shown 
 

 
Final set of questions – received May 30th before 10am 

1. Question:  The first page of the Pre-proposal Meeting Q&A’s and Clarifications indicates that “...the 
environmental survey that has been completed for Option #1 would also be sufficient to analyze 
Option #2, however additional wetland delineation would be required. Option #3 would need 
additional surveying and documentation.” 

 



Will the selected consultant be expected to provide the additional wetland delineation for Option #2 
and the full range of additional surveys and documentation needed for Option #3, or will CFL’s 
consultant conduct these additional surveys? 
Answer:  Yes, the selected consultant would need to provide additional wetland delineation for 
Option #2.   For Option #3, the consultant would need to do additional biological survey, cultural 
resource survey, and wetland delineation.  

2. Question: Is the right-of-way study available for review prior to the proposal submittal deadline? 
Answer: Draft fight-of-way encroachment exhibits are available for viewing at the RTC office. The 
encroachment exhibits extend from Wilder Ranch to Coast Road. There are no encroachments 
beyond Coast Road that the consultant contracted to develop the exhibits is aware of. Additional 
surveys, including the draft record of survey, will be available to the selected consultant.  

3. Question: Is it required to fill out the Attachment 2 forms, especially Exhibit 10-H? 
Answer: No. The Attachment 2 forms were provides as samples for formatting cost proposals. 
Proposers may submit cost proposals using another format that still provides the information 
described on page 11.  
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Attachment 2 - Attendees and/or RSVPs 

• Steve Svete, Rincon Consultants, svete@rinconconsultants.com (IN PERSON) 
• Kate Giberson, Harris & Associates, Kate.Giberson@WeAreHarris.com (IN PERSON) 
• Tina Garg, Stantec, tina.garg@stantec.com
• Barbara Beard, MIG  | TRA, 

 (IN PERSON) 
bbeard@migcom.com (TELECONF) 

• Christina Lau, MIG | TRA, clau@migcom.com (TELECONF) 
• John Chamberlain, AECOM Technical Services, john.chamberlain@aecom.com (IN PERSON) 
• Petra Unger, AECOM Technical Services, petra.unger@aecom.com (TELECONF) 
• Terri McCracken, Placeworks, tmccracken@placeworks.com (TELECONF) 
• Darcey Rosenblatt, DUDEK, drosenblatt@dudek.com (IN PERSON) 
• Shanna Guiler, LSA, Shanna.guiler@lsa.net (TELECONF) 
• Dan Sidle, LSA, Dan.sidle@lsa.net (TELECONF) 
• Devon Bacon, LSA, Devon.bacon@lsa.net (TELECONF) 
• Kevin T. Fisher, Horizon Water and Environment, kevin@horizonh2o.com (IN PERSON) 
• Erin McGinty, EcoSystems West, emcginty@sbcglobal.net (IN PERSON) 
• CFL team (TELECONF):  

o Timber Belish, Timberley.Belish@dot.gov 
o Doug Smith, doug.w.smith@dot.gov 
o Ray Golden, ray.golden@dot.gov 
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